Planning Opportunities:
Taking Advantage of Discount Planning with FLPs & IDGTs
By: Thomas L. Walsh, Jr., CFA

With the current structure of Congress post

With this backdrop we think it is highly likely

the Georgia run-off elections and tax policy in

that Congress will put forth a reconciliation bill,

play to cover the massive budget shortfalls and

or

Coronavirus relief efforts, ultra-high-net-worth

infrastructure and tax law changes. The Senate

(“UHNW”) families that have not yet taken

parliamentarian reportedly approved a process

advantage of the increased lifetime exemption

that allows one or more Reconciliation bills this

amounts introduced by the Tax Cuts and Jobs

calendar year. Using the reconciliation process,

Act (“TCJA”) of 2017 may be running out of

the Democrats can likely pass tax measures

time to fully utilize the high exemption limits.

using their slim majorities in the House and

Recall that the TCJA increased the amount an

Senate

individual can pass along to their heirs free and

Nevertheless, as we saw with the recent Covid

clear of federal estate taxes. As of 2021, the

stimulus bill, negotiation may still be required.

indexed exemption amounts are $11.7 million

The reconciliation process is complex and may

for an individual and $23.4 million for a married

limit

couple. Assets above those exemption limits

included in the ﬁnal bill.

perhaps

and

what

multiple

forego

tax

bills,

covering

Republican

provisions

are

support.

ultimately

are subject to a 40% federal estate tax rate. In
addition, many states will impose their own

But this potential timeline has brought the

estate or inheritance tax as well. While there is

notion of retroactivity of tax changes into

no current legislation on the table to eliminate

question. While not anticipated this year , the

or alter this aspect of the TCJA, both our

further out from January 1 that legislation is

President and Vice President campaigned on a

introduced, the less likely policy would be

reduction of these exemption amounts and

made effective as of the ﬁrst of the year. This

several leaders of the Democratic-controlled

may provide those individuals and families who

House of Representatives and the Senate have

did not act last year a brief window to

been vocal about reductions as well. More

implement wealth transfer strategies under the

recently we have seen a couple of bills

current law, however, building ﬂexibility into

introduced which propose aggressive changes

any plan will paramount given the current

to the current gift and estate tax laws.

uncertainty surrounding tax legislation.
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Certain wealth transfer techniques coupled

(“LPs”). The GPs are responsible for the

with an estate value “freeze” strategy that use

management of the FLP and its assets. This

discount valuations and leverage the lower

oversight includes holding regular business

interest rates in order to transfer wealth with

meetings,

little to no gift tax are very attractive. While the

timely compliance with all tax and regulatory

strategies below focus on maximizing the tax

requirements.

beneﬁt

management responsibilities but and have only

of

wealth

transfer

planning,

it

is

pertinent that any tax strategy be tempered by

providing

In

ﬁnancial

contrast,

reports,

LPs

and

have

no

an economic interest in the partnership.

your family’s primary goals, objectives, and
stewardship intent. These illustrations are not

In the context of intergenerational wealth

meant to be an exhaustive list nor legal

transfer planning, this arrangement generally

guidance.

allows for control of the partnership to be
maintained by the senior generation with the

Family Limited Partnership & Family Limited

economic

Liability Company

generations.

beneﬁt

accruing

to

successive

Whether for an operating company or a
collection of investments, wealthy families

How does this work?

often create a limited partnerships (“LPs”) or a

In a typical case, the senior generation will

limited liability companies (“LLCs”) as a means

create the FLP and contribute assets to it in

to organize and manage those assets as well

exchange for both GP and LP interests. Over

as obtain creditor protection and facilitate

time, the senior generation can gift pieces of

transfer tax planning. Depending upon your

their

facts,

grandchildren, either outright or in trust.

circumstances,

and

priorities,

your

LP

interests

to

their

children

and

advisors can guide you to the most effective
structure for your family.

Due to the lack of control and lack of
marketability of LP interests, the courts have

A Family Limited Partnership (“FLP”) is a type

recognized that an LP interests can be worth

of holding company owned by two or more

less than the fair value of the assets it owns.

family members where capital is pooled and

This difference creates an opportunity to

deployed, perhaps to retain a family business

transfer these LP interests by gift or by sale to

or acquire new assets, real or ﬁnancial.

The

future generations at a discount to their fair

partnership consists of two classes of partners:

market value. It is not unusual for these non-

general partners (“GPs”) and limited partners

controlling,

illiquid

interests

to

receive

a
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discount ranging from 15 to 30%, or possibly

Often, more than one planning technique can

more.

be

deployed

within

a

given

strategy

to

maximize both the current and future tax
To

illustrate

this

concept,

consider

the

beneﬁts while providing great ﬂexibility to

exemption limits discussed above of $11.7

future generations. For instance, the FLP

million for an individual or $23.4 million for a

interests described above could be transacted

married couple. Using an FLP to gift a large

through a trust offering additional beneﬁts as

portion of your estate has the effect of

described below.

leveraging your exemption amount by taking
advantage of the lack of control and lack of

Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust

marketability

An

discounts.

Assuming

a

30%

Intentionally

Defective

Grantor

Trust

discount, you have the ability to transfer $15.21

(“IDGT”) is a type of irrevocable trust where

million as an individual or $30.42 million as a

trust property is treated as being owned by the

married couple. Further, as the underlying FLP

grantor for income tax purposes, but owned by

assets continue to grow after gifting, that

the trust for estate tax purposes. This trust is

growth

also

occurs

outside

of

the

senior

known

as

an

Intentionally

Defective

generation’s estate.

Irrevocable Trust (“IDIT”).

Other Considerations

Using an IDGT in the planning process offers

It is not uncommon for senior members of a

substantial beneﬁts as the assets transferred to

family

a

such a trust, along with all future growth, are

descendant's ability to manage their own

treated as being “outside” the grantor’s estate

ﬁnancial affairs. But when that descendant

for estate tax purposes when the grantor

inherits a LP interest, the concern over the

passes. Subject to state jurisdiction limitations,

descendant’s ﬁnancial management skills is

the assets can remain “outside” the estate tax

greatly mitigated by laws created to limit

system for generations. In states like Delaware,

creditor rights to any economic beneﬁt the

these “dynasty” trusts can run in perpetuity, for

debtor

limited

instance. Another tax beneﬁt of the IDGT is

partnership and does not give the creditor any

that the current income generated by the trust

control or access to the underlying property

assets is taxable to the grantor. This has a

within the partnership.

double impact; ﬁrst, the grantor’s taxable

to

express

partner

has

concern

in

the

around

family

estate is further reduced by the tax liability of
the IDGT, and second, the assets of the IDGT
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grow tax free while the grantor status remains

and would be a natural candidate to manage

intact.

the family’s real estate portfolio when Tom is
no longer able; one is a faithful parent and

Gift and sale to IDGT

schoolteacher; and one has bounced from job

Let’s look at an example that combines the FLP

to job ﬁnding it difficult to make ends meet.

and IDGT planning into a cohesive strategy

They love their children (and grandchildren)

which addresses the grantor’s goals, objectives,

but have heard tragic stories of squandered

and stewardship principles, while maximizing

wealth. They are concerned about tax law

the tax beneﬁts.

changes but don’t want to give up control, and
they ultimately desire for their children to

Scenario: Tom and Cathy are married with

beneﬁt equally from the family’s wealth.

three adult children. Tom is a real estate
developer and has built a portfolio of several

Solution: Tom and Cathy decide to create a

real estate ventures and partnerships totaling

FLP. The FLP is funded with Tom and Cathy’s

$25 million of value and generating $2 million

real estate, vacation home and $3 million of

of income annually. In addition to the real

stock for a total of $30 million.

estate investments, Tom and Cathy jointly own

time has passed, they create an IDGT for the

their $3 million primary home, their $2 million

beneﬁt of each child (and their respective

vacation home in the mountains, and $10

descendants) and fund these three trusts with

million of liquid stocks and bonds. Their total

partial LP interests in the FLP. Though not fully

estate is currently valued at $40 million. With

ready to part with the bulk of their estate, Tom

no planning they are looking at an approximate

and Cathy determine to use all of Tom’s $11.7

estate tax liability of $6.7 million under the

million exemption to make a gift to these

current estate tax laws. If the exemption is

IDGTs and the remainder of the LP interests by

allowed to sunset on 12/31/2025, as set forth

sale. Assuming a 30% discount on the FLP for

under the current law, their liability increases to

lack of marketability and lack of control, Tom’s

about $11 million. If exemptions are reduced to

gift

$7 million for a married couple their liability

remaining LP interests owned by Tom and

jumps to over $13 million (assuming the 40%

Cathy ($14.79 million) were purchased by the

tax rate remains in effect .)

three IDGTs using a 9 year interest only

amounted

to

$15.21

After some

million

and

the

promissory note with a balloon payment at the
In terms of their family, Tom and Cathy

end of term. These gift and sale transactions

recognize that their three children are very

account for 100% of the LP interests in the FLP.

different. One has been successful in real estate
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These transactions use all of Tom’s remaining

Not only does this plan offer the potential for

exemption and shift these assets along with the

substantial

appreciation on the FLP out of the estate tax

importantly

regime for generations. Additionally, Tom and

broader goals for the family’s wealth for

Cathy retain control of the family assets until

generations to come.

estate

tax

addresses

savings,
Tom

but

and

more
Cathy’s

that is no longer necessary or desired, at which
time the FLP facilitates a cohesive succession

Concluding Thoughts

plan for one child to manage the partnership

Given the uncertainty with any proposed tax

after

still

law changes and the timing of the effective

approximating equitable use and enjoyment of

dates of such changes, one might reconsider

partnership

ﬂow

the example above using a Spousal Lifetime

distributions. Finally, if FLP distributions are

Access Trust (“SLAT”) as a special form of the

made on a pro-rata basis and each beneﬁciary

IDGT which allows a beneﬁcial interest in trust

may not need or desire the full distribution

assets to the spouse in addition to subsequent

amount, the FLP distributions ﬂow ﬁrst to each

generations.

trust. Trust distributions can be at the trustee’s

provisions (SLAT or no SLAT) or type of entity

discretion. Therefore, FLP distributions are

(FLP or LLC), this type of planning cannot wait

afforded greater oversight and protection by

until year-end.

Tom

and

assets

Cathy

by

die,

way

of

while

cash

No

matter

which

beneﬁciary

the powers created within the trust.

Family Limited Partnership Example
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